X-ray and Infrared Observations of the IC 5146 Dark Cloud and the FU Orionis Star Elias 1-12
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Abstract
The bright B1V star BD +46° 3474 illuminates the Cocoon Nebula (IC 5146). Studies of this spectacular nebula have a long historical record dating back to Espin (1900). More recent work has uncovered at least one hundred faint T Tauri stars clustered around BD +46° 3474 with a median age of ~1 Myr. Extending more than 2° westward from BD +46° 3474 is a region of high obscuration known as the IC 5146 dark cloud. Spitzer has revealed more than 100 YSOs with IR excesses in the cloud, and submillimeter studies have detected dense cores that may be prestellar. We present results of an XMM-Newton X-ray observation of the dark cloud centered on the young accreting FU Orionis star Elias 1-12 (V1735 Cyg). Its X-ray emission is much harder than expected for an accretion shock and other processes besides accretion must underlie its X-ray production. Archived Spitzer images show that a hard X-ray source lying 24° northeast of Elias 1-12 is associated with a class I protostar.

1 Overview: The IC 5146 Region
- IC 5146 originally referred to the bright nebulosity surrounding the B1V star BD +46° 3474 (Espin 1900). Common name: Cocoon Nebula.
- Distance estimates are 1200 pc (Herbig & Dahm 2002 = HD02) and 950 pc (Harvey et al. 2008 = Ha08).
- More than 100 faint T Tauri stars were found near BD +46° 3474 by Walker (1959) and HD02.
- Dark filamentary structure extending westward of the nebula is known as the IC 5146 dark cloud. Dense prestellar sub-mm cores have been detected in the filaments (Kramer et al. 2003).
- Based near-IR studies reveal heavily-extinguished stars with ages ~20 - 50 Myr (Lada et al. 1999). Spitzer has uncovered > 100 YSOs with IR excesses, including 23 class I sources (Ha08).
- Elias (1978) discovered that the star Elias 1-12 (V1735 Cyg) lying ~1° west of BD +46° 3474 brightened by 5 mag between 1952 and 1965. He classified it as an FU Orionis star ("FUor"). FUors undergo powerful optical outbursts that are thought to be indicative of magnetic processes. Cooler plasma (kT < 1 keV) is also detected in V1735 Cyg and FU Ori.

2 X-ray Observations
- XMM-Newton observed IC 5146 in July 2006, with pointing centered on V1735 Cyg (~ Elias 1-12). This observation was part of a broader program aimed at determining whether FU Orionis stars are X-ray sources and identifying possible emission mechanisms (e.g. magnetic coronae, accretion or outflow shocks).
- XMM has 3 cameras (PN, MOS1, MOS2), a 30" FWHM angular resolution, ~0.3 - 10 keV energy coverage.
- The ~31 ks XMM exposure detected 72 sources, including V1735 Cyg (~ Elias 1-12).

3 X-ray and Infrared Images
- Fig. 2 shows the XMM-Newton image of the region near Elias 1-12 (V1735 Cyg). Fig. 3 is a 2MASS K-band image with X-ray source positions overlaid.
- An X-ray source is present at an offset of 0.9" from the HST GSC position of V1735 Cyg. This offset is within XMM position uncertainties, making V1735 Cyg the most likely counterpart.
- A second X-ray source (SM1-X) is detected 24" NE of V1735 Cyg. SM1-X lies 3.5" west of the JCMT sub-mm source SM1 discovered by Sandell & Weintraub (2001 = SW01). See Fig. 3. SM1-X is coincident with a known class I protostar (Fig. 4; Sec. 5).

4 Elias 1-12 (V1735 Cyg)
- Spectral fits of the X-ray spectrum of V1735 Cyg (Fig. 5) require high-temperature plasma at kT > 5 keV, similar to the hot plasma detected in FU Ori (Skinner et al. 2006). Cooler plasma (kT < 1 keV) is also detected in FU Ori (Fig. 5), but the detection of any cool plasma in V1735 Cyg is hindered by high absorption (A_v ~ 10 mag; Elias 1978).
- The hot plasma in V1735 Cyg and FU Ori is not consistent with accretion shocks, for which cooler plasma (kT < 1 keV) is expected. Magnetically-confined plasma is a more likely explanation.

5 The SM1 Region
- SM1-X is coincident with a class I protostar visible in Spitzer IRAC (Fig. 4) and MIPS images. It is not visible in the optical or in 2MASS (Fig. 3).
- SM1-X shows low-level X-ray variability, but no large flares. Its X-ray spectrum is hard and heavily-absorbed (Fig. 5). An Fe K emission line is detected at 6.7 keV, indicative of high-temperature plasma (T ~ 40 MK). Spectral fits give kT ~ 6 keV and a column density log N_H = 22.8 cm^-2, or A_v ~ 36 mag.
- The X-ray spectrum of the class I source SM1-X is strikingly similar to that of FU Ori (Fig. 5), suggesting a possible link between class I protostars and FUors.

6 Summary and Open Questions
- Our survey has yielded the first X-ray detections of FU Orionis stars. The hot plasma (kT > 5 keV) detected in Elias 1-12 (~ V1735 Cyg) and FU Ori is indicative of magnetic processes. Cooler plasma (kT < 1 keV) that may be shock-related is also seen in FU Ori.
- The class I protostar SM1-X near V1735 Cyg shows hard heavily-absorbed (A_v ~ 36 mag) X-ray emission with low-level variability (but no flares). These properties are usually associated with magnetic activity. Magnetic processes are already at work in the early class I evolutionary stage.
- Open Questions: The X-ray spectra of FU Orionis and SM1-X show strong similarities. Is there a link between FUors and class I protostars? Class I protostars show magnetically-related X-ray behavior. How are the B-fields produced? Primordial? Two other FUors in our X-ray survey (V1057 Cyg, V165 Cyg) were undetected with upper limits on L_X that are ~10^-10 below FU Ori and V1735 Cyg. Why are some FUors X-ray sources, but others apparently not?